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DVV Clarifications 
2.1.2 Percentage of seats filled against reserved categories (SC, ST, OBC etc.) as per applicable reservation 

policy for the first year admission during the last five years 

2.1.2.1. Number of actual students admitted from the reserved categories year wise during last five years (Exclusive of 

supernumerary seats)  

HEI Input: 

2022-23 2021-22 2020-21 2019-20 2018-19 

149 119 105 42 44 

2.1.2.2. Number of seats earmarked for reserved category as per GOI/ State Govt rule year wise during the last five years 

HEI Input : 

2022-23 2021-22 2020-21 2019-20 2018-19 

182 182 182 182 159 

  

DVV Clarifications HEI Response 

1. HEI is requested to kindly note that data for all the reserved 

categories, according to the state reservation policy, to be considered in 

this metric. Please relook and provide the correct revise data. 2. Kindly 

provide copy of letter issued by state govt. or Central Government 

indicating the reserved categories to be considered as per the state rule. 3. 

Kindly provide admission extract submitted to the state OBC, SC and ST 

cell every year of the students (first year admission) with seal and 

signature of the principal. 4. Kindly note that data for the matric ID 

2.1.2.2 should be according to state reservation policy as providing in the 

supporting document of the data for the metric ID 2.1.1.2. Please relook 

and provide correct revised data. At both places in HEI input and 

prescribed data template. 5. Kindly provide English translation for all the 

supporting documents provided in regional language. 6. Kindly provide 

approval of additional intake of students has to be submitted for the 

claim. 

The links containing the support 

documents as sought by DVV w.r.t letter 

issued by state govt. indicating the 

reserved categories to be considered as 

per the state rule, admission extract 

submitted to the state OBC, SC and ST 

cell is given in the below table for kind 

approval considering all clarifications 

mentioned for this metric. 

 

The HEI has not claimed additional 

intake of students. Also HEI ensure that 

data for all the reserved categories, are 

according to the state reservation policy 

List of Documents Uploaded 

Sr. No. Particulars of uploaded documents Link 

1 

Copy of letter issued by state govt. or Central Government indicating the 

reserved categories to be considered as per the state rule authenticated by the 

Principal  

View 

2 
Admission extract submitted to the state OBC, SC and ST cell every year of 

the students (first year admission)  
View 

3 

HEI Certificate mentioning the template data as per state reservation policy 

along with the list of students admitted in SC,ST & OBC  for all five years 

authenticated by the Principal 

View 

4 
Letter regarding EWS, TFWS Scheme regarding additional admission intake  

in first year authenticated by the Principal 
View 

 

http://www.csmssengg.org/
https://www.csmssengg.org/NAAC/dvv/C2/2_1_2/Reserved_categories.pdf
https://www.csmssengg.org/NAAC/dvv/C2/2_1_2/Admission_Extract.pdf
https://www.csmssengg.org/NAAC/dvv/C2/2_1_2/2.1.2_HEI_Template_data.pdf
https://www.csmssengg.org/NAAC/dvv/C2/2_1_2/TFWS_circular.pdf

